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    POLL


        
            
Quick! Pick a wacky food combo:


            
                	
                            
                            Spaghetti tacos.
                            

                        
	
                            
                            Vanilla ice cream and olive oil. 
                            

                        
	
                            
                            French fries dipped in a milkshake.
                            

                        
	
                            
                            Honey on avocado toast.
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    LOVE THIS

    
        🌸 [image: ]QUIZ! Plan your perfect spring picnic 🌸
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The flowers? Blooming. Your al fresco hangout? Totally ready to get plotted (inspired by our current read, The Second Favorite Daughter's Club: Sister Sabotage). Click HERE to take the quiz!


    







                                



    FREE STUFF

    
        MARRIAGE, MATCHMAKING AND MIX-UPS
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Imagine having your secret love letters discovered by the wrong person—talk about a swoon-worthy slip-up! Pride and Prejudice fans will heart this will-they-won’t-they romance set in the lovely London countryside. Enter to win here!


    










    Quizzes
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                    Plan your perfect morning and we'll give you an Olivia Rodrigo-inspired outfit
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                    What lipstick matches your aura?
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                    Plan your perfect spring picnic and we'll tell what kind of friend you are
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